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Seedia Bus Shelter
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SEEDiA bus stops are energy independent
city devices providing informative and
multimedia functionalities for citizens,
as well as protecting from external
urban factors.

Thanks to a special driver for energy
management and cloud communication,
the bus shelter is able to work in field whole year,
regardless of sun reaching it. Integrated mobile
chargers, smart LED lights, speakers, e-paper
screens and smart hot-spots allow real-time
communication with passengers and improvement
of the efficiency of municipal services.



Solar Benches

Seedia Future Seedia City Seedia Urban

Future is cutting edge in design
and innovation. Its simplistic, minimal 
construction provides universal usage, 
which is great for modern plazas.

Unique construction and urban character
manifest in its modular design, making it
possible to set it up in 3 different
configurations. 

Urban is all about functionality. 
We have created a compelling 
product for parks and city plazas.
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Additional Products
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Trash Cans Info Kiosks
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Awards Testimonials

„The bench, which offers users the possibility of charging mobile 

devices was enthusiastically welcomed by citizens of our city 

and the city government.” 

            Rafał Zimny
           Chairman of the Board of PKWronki 

„The implementation of the project went smoothly and in a timely 

manner. Installed benches met with great interest from citizens of Żary, 

who use their functionality on a daily basis. We can recommend this 

low-emission solution to other cities that would like to install it.” 

            Olaf Napiórkowski
          Deputy Mayor of Żary City

„Smart benches are a great fit to to our modern approach 

to the playground. We want to meet the needs of visiting parents 

and children, who gladly make use of the benches and the possibility 

to charge their smartphones.” 

            Jarosław Adamczuk
          Director of the Warsaw Support Center for Families

Innovation
2016

New Europe
100

Finals in Chivas
the Venture

Finals in Ideas
from Europe

Special distinction 

Microentrepreneur
of the Year 2017

Product recommended for

“Good Design 2018” award

- solar bench Future

Product in finals for
“Good Design 2018” award 
- solar bench City Classic

Orange Fab
Best Startup 2018

Finalist in “Urban Environment” category in 
8. Smart City Expo in Barcelona

- as a historically 1st polish company from Poland

- for SEEDiA Future City ecosystem implementation in Kraków



Address
Seedia Sp. z o.o.
ul. Podole 60
30-394 Kraków

Piotr Hołubowicz
CEO

Engineer, AGH

Cluster World’s Innovator 2016

Man of The Year - RES

Forbes’ 30 under 30

Artur Racicki
CMO

MBA, Koźmiński

Social WiFi Founder

Kozminski Lion Laureate

Brief’s TOP5 Most Creative in Business

Email
office@seedia.city

Phone
+48 737 163 773


